
HPE INSTALLATION SERVICE
HPE Integration and Performance Services

The HPE Installation Service provides for the basic installation of Hewlett Packard Enterprise branded equipment, software products, as 
well as HPE-supported products from other vendors that are sold by HPE or by HPE authorized resellers. The HPE Installation Service 
is part of a suite of HPE deployment services that are designed to give you the peace of mind that comes from knowing your HPE and 
HPE-supported products have been installed by a Hewlett Packard Enterprise specialist in accordance with the manufacturer’s product 
documentation.

SERVICE BENEFITS

• Installation by a Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized technical specialist

• Verification prior to installation that all service prerequisites are met

• Delivery of the service at a mutually scheduled time convenient to your organization

• Allows your IT resources to stay focused on their core tasks and priorities

• Full coverage during the warranty period for products that require installation by a Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized technical specialist

SERVICE FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

• Service planning

• Service deployment

• Installation verification tests (IVT)

TABLE 1. Service features

Feature Delivery specifications

Service planning A Hewlett Packard Enterprise service specialist will plan all the necessary activities with the Customer, including 
the identification of any prerequisites, and schedule the delivery of the service at a time mutually agreed upon by 
HPE and the Customer, which shall be during local HPE standard business hours, excluding HPE holidays, unless 
otherwise agreed by HPE. Any services provided outside of HPE standard business hours may be subject to 
additional charges.

The Hewlett Packard Enterprise service specialist will verify with the Customer that all service prerequisites have 
been met prior to delivery of the service.

Service deployment for all products Service deployment activities for all products may include one or more of the following:
• Removing the product from the packaging, visually inspecting for damage, and replacing or repairing, at  

HPE’s discretion, any HPE components that were damaged in shipping

• Installing the product according to the manufacturer’s product documentation

• Consolidating all packaging materials in a nearby location to be designated by the Customer, and notifying the 
Customer that the materials are ready for disposal by the Customer

• Providing basic information to the Customer, including how to place a support call to Hewlett Packard Enterprise

Service deployment for all hardware products Service deployment activities for all hardware products may include:
• Installing hardware options (extra memory, drives, etc.) purchased on the same order and intended to go into the 

system box, or installing add-on option(s) for an existing system

• Installing the product into a previously installed rack, if applicable

• Installing the necessary cables, if applicable

• Physically connecting the equipment to the LAN, as appropriate

• Installing selected HPE-supplied service tools
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Feature Delivery specifications

Service deployment for software products Service deployment activities for software may include:
• For systems supplied with factory installed operating system software; verifying that the system correctly 

presents the initial operating-system screen to the Customer

• Installation and configuration of firmware or drivers included with the hardware product and necessary to enable 
basic device operation

Service deployment for factory racked and 
storage solutions

Service deployment activities for factory-racked server and storage solutions may include installation of the 
factory-racked solution, connection of the solution to the external power source, and functional testing to make 
sure there was no damage during shipping. Connection to external peripherals and network components will be 
performed if data cables were installed and labeled in the factory.

Service deployment for HPE BladeSystem Service deployment activities for HPE BladeSystem may include installation of the HPE BladeSystem enclosure 
along with all blades, HPE-supported Ethernet interconnect options, and relevant power options purchased on the 
same order and intended to go into the enclosure unit, plus cabling and setup of onboard management firmware,  
as well as installation of the enclosure in a previously installed rack, if applicable.

Service deployment for networking products Service deployment activities for networking products may include:
• Loading the Customer-provided basic network configuration information such as device IP address, subnet mask, 

and default gateway

• Testing, via PING test, of the network connectivity to a neighboring device connected to the same LAN

Service deployment for HPE Adaptive
Rack Cooling System

Service deployment activities for HPE Adaptive Rack Cooling System may include:
• Installation of the HPE Adaptive Rack Cooling System, and relevant power options purchased on the same order 

and intended to go into HPE Adaptive Rack Cooling System

• This service includes the verification of the HPE Adaptive Rack Cooling System and water connection to the 
facility

• The water flowing into the HPE Adaptive Rack Cooling System must meet the guidelines stated in the HPE Adaptive 
Rack Cooling System Site Preparation Guide

• Site preparation is not included in this service

Installation verification tests (IVT) Hewlett Packard Enterprise will run the appropriate installation verification tests required for this service

SERVICE LIMITATIONS

Activities such as, but not limited to, the following are excluded from this service:

• Customer acknowledges and agrees that HPE may use resources outside the country of purchase for delivery of these services unless 
otherwise specified as part of a service feature description.

• Service deployment on hardware and/or software not covered by a Hewlett Packard Enterprise warranty or Hewlett Packard Enterprise 
support agreement (except as noted in the “Service eligibility” section)

• Service deployment on any product covered by a third-party support agreement

• Resolution of hardware-related problems encountered during the verification testing process, unless covered by an active Hewlett Packard 
Enterprise warranty or an applicable HPE Hardware Support agreement

• Planning, design, or assessment of the Customer’s computing environment, except to identify service prerequisites for the product being 
installed (with the exception of specific activities denoted in the “Service Feature Highlights” section)

• Laying or installation of any cables beyond the required internal array or internal rack interconnect cables

• Reconfiguration of a factory-racked and -configured solution

• Reconfiguration of the Customer’s existing IT infrastructure

• Services that, in the opinion of Hewlett Packard Enterprise, are required due to unauthorized attempts by non-HPE personnel to install, 
repair, maintain, or modify hardware, firmware, or software
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• Site inspection activities such as a comprehensive analysis of the Customer facility’s power, cooling and humidity, airborne contaminant, 
and vibration levels, and determination of whether the data center’s raised floor has sufficient structural capability to accommodate the 
weight of the tape library to be installed

• Installation of software products as part of basic hardware installation, except as specifically stated in the “Service Feature Highlights” 
section; such installation may require the purchase of additional HPE Installation Services

• For factory-racked solutions, installation of more than one rack and/or at more than one site

• Any services not clearly specified in this document

SERVICE ELIGIBILITY

Only HPE products and HPE-supported products that are sold by Hewlett Packard Enterprise or a Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized 
reseller are eligible for HPE Installation Service.

When an existing system or environment into which a product is to be installed under the terms of this service is not covered by a current 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise service contract, a preinstallation inspection, plus additional work as needed to return the system or environment 
to a supported configuration, may need to be carried out at an additional charge before the installation can be performed.

CUSTOMER RESPONSIBILITIES

The Customer will:

Ensure that the HPE Support Service for this service is registered within ten (10) days of purchase of the service, using the registration 
instructions within each package, email document, or as otherwise directed by HPE.

• Contact a Hewlett Packard Enterprise service specialist within 90 days of date of purchase to schedule the delivery of the service

• Ensure that all service prerequisites, as identified during service planning, have been met prior to the delivery of this service

• Uncrate the equipment (if applicable) and place it in the immediate location where the installation service will take place

• Allow Hewlett Packard Enterprise full and unrestricted access to all locations where the service is to be performed

• Assign a designated person from the Customer’s staff who, on behalf of the Customer, will grant all approvals; provide information, e.g., 
IP addresses; ensure that all hardware, firmware, and software that the HPE service specialist will need in order to deliver this service 
are available and that software products are properly licensed; and otherwise be available to assist HPE in facilitating the delivery of this 
service

• All cabling and network connections should be preinstalled and functional

• Adhere to licensing terms and conditions regarding the use of any Hewlett Packard Enterprise service tools used to facilitate the delivery of 
this service, if applicable

• Be responsible for all data backup and restore operations

• Be responsible for the disposal of the packaging materials
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GENERAL PROVISIONS/OTHER EXCLUSIONS

Any services provided outside of Hewlett Packard Enterprise standard business hours may be subject to additional charges.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s ability to deliver this service is dependent upon the Customer’s full and timely cooperation with HPE, as well as 
the accuracy and completeness of any information and data the Customer provides to HPE.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise reserves the right to charge, on a time and materials basis, for any additional work over and above the quoted 
service pricing that may result from work required to address service prerequisites or other requirements not met by the Customer.

Defective hardware, as identified during the installation, will be replaced or repaired under the original vendor warranty terms for  
HPE-supplied or HPE-supported products.

Travel charges may apply; please consult your local office.

SUPPLEMENTAL TERMS

The following supplemental terms apply to these services and take precedence in the event of any conflict: 

• Upon receipt of an acceptable order, HPE will contact the Customer within seven (7) business days to organize a service delivery date. 
Service delivery dates are subject to resource availability and may be scheduled up to 30 days from the order acceptance date.

• The Customer must schedule and receive delivery of these services within 180 days from order acceptance. HPE reserves the right to 
reprice for services not scheduled and delivered within 180 days. Backorders or shipment delays may affect the delivery timeline. Orders 
for services will expire after 365 days (one year) from the order acceptance date for services not scheduled and delivered, and the 
Customer will not be entitled to a refund for the unused services.

ORDERING INFORMATION

This service may be ordered using HA113A1#xxx or other HPE Installation Service product numbers identified by your sales representative.

A Customer who requires installation services beyond those provided in this document may purchase HPE Installation and Startup Services 
or HPE Implementation Services, or work with HPE to create a custom quoted installation service.

LEARN MORE AT
hpe.com/services/lifecycleevent
hpe.com/services/support

Make the right purchase decision.
Contact our presales specialists.

Chat CallEmail

Get updates

HPE support
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